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Neutron Reactions on 232U and 234U: Analysis and Evaluation 
 

Phillip G. Young, Mark B. Chadwick, R. E. MacFarlane, and Patrick Talou 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

We have completed analyses of neutron cross sections for 232U and 234U for incident 
neutron energies between 1 keV and 30 MeV.  We combined the results of this 
analysis with existing ENDF/B-VI resonance-region evaluations to produce new 
ENDF-formatted data files spanning the incident neutron energy range from 10-5 eV 
to 30 MeV.  It was necessary to modify the ENDF/B-VI 234U evaluation in the 
unresolved resonance region to improve agreement with more recent experimental 
data.  In this report we discuss our theoretical analysis and evaluation of the data and 
present comparisons with experimental results and other evaluations. 

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

We have completed new evaluations of the neutron cross sections of 232U and 234U over the 
incident energy range from 10-5 eV to 30 MeV.  This work is part of a systematic analysis of 
nuclear reaction data on uranium isotopes from A = 232 to 241 for NW programs.  To date, we 
have provided new evaluated neutron data files for A = 232, 233, 234, 235, 237, 238, 239, 241, 
all of which cover the neutron energy range 10-5 eV to 30 MeV.   

 
The natural abundance of 234U is only 0.0054%; 232U does not occur appreciably in nature.  

As a result the amount of experimental data available for evaluation of these nuclei is very small.  
Reasonable experimental databases above 1 keV are only available for fission cross sections, 
although we were able to make use of some radiative capture data at lower energies.  Our 
approach to evaluating the 232U and 234U cross sections is to perform a theoretical analysis that is 
optimized to the available fission cross section data and then to utilize the theoretical analysis to 
calculate unmeasured quantities. 

 
We obtained experimental data from the EXFOR/CSISRS database at the National Nuclear 

Data Center at Brookhaven National Laboratory.  Most of the 232U and 234U fission cross-section 
data are in the form of ratios to the well known 235U fission cross section.   All fission ratios 
relative to 235U were converted to absolute cross sections using a modification of the ENDF/B-
VI standard fission cross section for 235U, described below. 

 
The theoretical analysis involves coupled-channels optical model and Hauser-

Feshbach/statistical plus preequilibrium theory calculations. A reliable optical model potential is 
particularly important for an analysis such as this.  Not only are optical model calculations 
needed for determining neutron total cross sections, elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections 
and angular distributions, they are required for obtaining neutron transmission coefficients for 
the reaction theory calculations.  As part of our analysis, we assessed several optical model 
potentials before proceeding with the reaction theory calculations and data evaluation.  The 
optical model and reaction theory analyses are described below. 
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Our theoretical analysis covers the incident neutron energy range from 1 keV to 30 MeV.  

At lower energies we combine our results with the ENDF/B-VI evaluations1, 2 of the resolved 
and unresolved resonance regions, so that the complete, ENDF-6 formatted evaluations cover the 
energy range from 10-5 eV to 30 MeV.  In the course of melding our evaluations at higher 
energies with the resonance region evaluations, we found it necessary to modify the ENDF/B-VI 
evaluation of unresolved resonance parameters for 234U in order to enhance agreement with 
experimental data.3 
 
 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
 
 The primary goal of the theoretical analysis is to provide a consistent set of data for all 
reactions over the energy range 1 keV to 30 MeV.  Because available experimental data is 
limited mainly to fission cross sections, the theoretical analysis was used to provide the total, 
elastic, inelastic, (n,2n), (n,3n) and (n,4n) cross sections, together with a smooth representation 
of the (n,f) and (n, ) cross sections, and the angular and energy distributions of secondary 
neutrons.  To accomplish this, an assessment of a suitable coupled-channels optical model 
potential was carried out, and then a preliminary reaction theory analysis was performed utilizing 
Hauser-Feshbach, statistical, preequilibrium, direct reaction, level density, and gamma-ray 
strength function models. 
 
 Optical Model Analysis 
 

Because of the lack of neutron total and scattering experimental data for 232U and 234U, we 
adopted the approach of trying to develop an optical model for these nuclei using theory and 
systematics to infer potentials from those derived for 238U, for which there exist many 
measurements.  We investigated coupled-channels 238U potentials by Madland and Young,4 
several potentials from Haouat et al.5 and Lagrange6 at Bruyères-le-Châtel (BRC), and two 
potentials by Young and Arthur.7, 8  It was necessary to make modifications to both the Madland 
and the BRC potentials in order to apply them in the present analysis.   

 
The BRC actinide potentials were derived for individual isotopes based on coupled-

channels optical model analyses of experimental data up to a few MeV for 230Th, 232Th, 234U, 
235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 242Pu.  We generalized these results for individual isotopes into an 
isospin-dependent potential, with separate formulations of the imaginary surface-derivative 
potential, Wd, for even- and odd-A nuclei.  This separation was done primarily because the 
values of Wd from the BRC analyses of  235U and 238U differ significantly.  Because these 
potentials were derived from experimental data below a few MeV, we extended them to higher 
energies by assuming that Wd saturates at 10 MeV and remains constant thereafter.   

 
The original Madland and Young potential was derived for the energy range 0.01 to 10 

MeV, with isospin terms obtained by fitting data for several actinides.  To extend the range of 
validity to higher energies, we again assumed a constant imaginary surface potential well depth 
above 10 MeV.  For the Young and Arthur potential, we assumed isospin dependence similar to 
BRC potential. 
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We performed detailed comparisons of these potentials by calculating total cross sections 
and elastic and inelastic scattering angular distributions and comparing the results with 
experimental data.  The details of these comparisons are summarized in a previous internal 
document.9  Our overall conclusion was that a new coupled-channels optical model analysis 
spanning the energy range 10 keV to 30 MeV would be very useful.  For the present analysis, 
however, we chose to utilize our modified version of the BRC potentials.  This potential is given 
in Table 1.  For completeness, we also include the odd-A potential, which was not needed in our 
present analysis. 

 
The optical model calculations were performed with the 1996 version of the ECIS coupled-

channels optical model code developed by Raynal.10  The calculations include coupling of the 
lowest three members of the ground state rotational band of 232U and 234U to obtain direct 
components for (n,n�’) cross sections and angular distributions to the first two excited states.  This 
coupling was also used to generate the neutron transmission coefficients for the reaction theory 
calculations, described below.  A special calculation coupling four states was run to determine 
the direct (n,n�’) components for the 3rd excited states.  The rotational bands for 232U and 234U are 
given in Table 2. 

 
 
 

 
Table 1.  Optical model potential used in the evaluation of n + 232U and n + 234U reactions.  
Energies are in MeV, radii and diffusivities are in fm, En is the incident neutron energy, 
and  = (N-Z)/A, where N, Z, and A are the neutron, proton, and atomic mass numbers for 
the target nucleus. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 V E50.328 0.30 18.194V n    0  En  30 rV = 1.26 aV = 0.63 
 

0VW    0  En  30 rV = 1.26 aV = 0.52   
 

6.20SOV    0  En  30 rSO = 1.12 aSO = 0.47 
 
EVEN A  

5.642 0.4 9D nW E    0  En  10 rD = 1.26 aD = 0.52   
 9.642 9    10  En  30  
 
ODD A 

5.253 0.4 9D nW E    0  En  10 rD = 1.26 aD = 0.52   
 9.253 9    10  En  30  
  

   
Deformation parameters:  232U  2 = 0.190     4 = 0.076 
 234U  2 = 0.197     4 = 0.071 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Table 2. 232U and 234U  ground-state rotational bands.  Only the lowest three states were 

included in the optical model calculations. 
 _____________________________________________________________________________ 
  232U 234U 
 Ex  J  Ex  J  
 (MeV) ____     ___     (MeV) ____     ___     
              0.    0 +1 
              0.047572      2 +1 
              0.15657     4 +1 
              0.3226    6 +1 
              0.5410      8 +1 
              0.8058    10 +1 
              1.1115     12 +1 

              0.    0 +1 
              0.043498      2 +1 
              0.143351     4 +1 
              0.296071    6 +1 
              0.49704      8 +1 
              0.7412    10 +1 
              1.0238     12 +1 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
Reaction Theory Calculations 
 
The Hauser-Feshbach statistical calculations were performed with the COMNUC11 and 

GNASH12 codes.  Both codes include a double-humped fission barrier model, using uncoupled 
oscillators for the barrier representation in GNASH and coupled or uncoupled oscillators in 
COMNUC, as described by Arthur.13  The COMNUC calculations include the possibility of 
width-fluctuation corrections and corrections for class II fluctuations, which are needed at lower 
energies, whereas GNASH provides the preequilibrium corrections that are required at higher 
energies.  Accordingly, COMNUC was used in the calculations below about 0.5 MeV and 
GNASH was employed at higher energies using two uncoupled oscillators in the fission 
calculations. 

Each compound nucleus formed in the calculations is permitted to decay through the 
fission channel, by neutron emission, and by gamma-ray emission.  Neutron transmission 
coefficients for the Hauser-Feshbach calculations are obtained from the coupled-channel optical 
model calculations with ECIS.  Gamma ray transmission coefficients are obtained from gamma-
ray strength functions calculated with the generalized Lorentzian model of Kopecky and Uhl.14  
Transmission coefficients for fission are calculated from the fission model detailed in ref. 12. 

Gilbert and Cameron15 phenomenological level density functions were used to represent 
continuum levels at ground-state deformations, appropriately matched to available experimental 
structure data at lower excitation energies.  Multiplicative factors were applied to the level 
density functions to account for enhancements in the fission transition state densities at the 
fission barriers due to increased asymmetry conditions, and the continuum level densities were 
matched to the discrete fission transition states at each barrier.   The discrete fission transition 
state spectra were calculated from bandhead information taken from calculations and 
compilations by Britt16   
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232U  DATA EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
 

Resonance Region 
 
The resolved and unresolved resonance region data in the existing version of the ENDF/B-

VI (MOD 2) evaluation1 for 232U are adopted in the present work.  In that evaluation, the 
resolved resonances are represented by Reich-Moore parameters obtained from Mughabghab17 
and cover the incident neutron energy range from 10-5 to 194 eV.  The unresolved resonance 
region parameters also utilize Mughabghab�’s data, with D0 = 4.60 eV, S0 = 1.2 x 10-4,  = 40 
meV, and Rscat = 9.8 fm.  The unresolved resonance region extends from 194 eV to 2 keV. The 
calculated thermal cross sections and resonance integrals are given in Table 3. 

 
 

Table 3. Calculated 2200 m/s cross sections and resonance integrals from the present 241U 
evaluation using ENDF/B-VI resonance parameters. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Reaction Cross Section Resonance Integral 
   (barns) (barns-eV) 
 
 Total 162.77 
 Elastic 10.79 
 Fission 76.77  309.8 
 Capture 75.21 161.9 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Smooth Cross Sections 
 
Above the unresolved resonance region (2 keV), we obtain new evaluations for the neutron 

total, elastic, (n,n�’), (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,4n), (n,f), (n,nf), (n,2nf), (n,3nf), and (n, ) cross sections.  
In this section we compare our results with several existing evaluations:  the initial ENDF/B-VI 
(MOD 1)18 evaluation, which is actually ENDF/B-V.2; the existing ENDF/B-VI (MOD 2)1 
evaluation;  and a recent evaluation by Maslov.19  It should be noted that the ENDF/B-VI (MOD 
2) evaluation was taken from the JENDL-3.2 evaluation20 with minor updating and modification.  
It might be further noted that the JENDL-3.3 evaluation is based on JENDL-3.2, and the JEF-3.0 
evaluation is ENDF/B-V.2.   

 
Our evaluated 232U(n,2n) cross section, which is taken directly from our GNASH analysis, 

is compared to the other evaluations in Fig. 1.   The present result is lower than the other 
evaluations and is closest to the recent Maslov evaluation.  Note that the original ENDF/B-VI 
(MOD 1) evaluation is a factor of 10-30 higher than the other evaluations.   
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Fig. 1. Evaluated 232U(n,2n) cross section from threshold to 30 MeV. 

 
 

Our evaluated 232U(n,3n) cross section, which also is taken directly from our GNASH 
calculations, is compared to the other evaluations in Fig. 2.  In this case again our result is lower 
than the other evaluations but is close in shape to the Maslov work.  The ENDF/B-VI (MOD 1) 
evaluation is a factor of 100 higher than the other evaluations.  It might be noted that the (n,5n) 
cross section, which thresholds at 26.9 MeV, is lumped with the (n,4n) cross section (MT = 37) 
because there is no MT number in the ENDF-6 format for (n,5n) reactions. 
 

Direct components for the (n,n�’) reactions to the first three excited states of 232U (MT = 51-
53)  were obtained from the ECIS96 calculations.  Compound-nucleus contributions for all 
discrete (n,n�’) excitation cross sections (MT=51-90) were obtained from the GNASH 
calculations, as was the (n,n�’continuum) cross section (MT=91).  Direct cross section 
components for MT = 54-90 were taken from the ENDF/B-VI (MOD 5) evaluation21 of 238U.  
(The 238U direct cross sections are based on ECIS96 calculations, normalized to be consistent 
with 238U (n,xn) neutron spectrum measurements near 14 MeV.)   

 
The 232U inelastic cross section that results from summing all the individual (n,n�’) 

components is compared to the other evaluations in Fig. 3.  Again, the present result is close to 
the recent Maslov evaluation.  The very low (n,n�’) cross sections above 10-12 MeV in the 
ENDF/B-VI evaluations are nonphysical and reflect the absence of direct reactions in those 
evaluations. 
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Fig. 2. Evaluated 232U(n,3n) cross section from threshold to 30 MeV. 

 
 
Fig. 3. Evaluated total 232U(n,n�’) cross section from threshold to 30 MeV. 
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The total fission cross section (MT = 18) in our evaluation at lower energies is based on the 
experimental data of Fursov22 and follows closely the ENDF/B-VI (MOD 2) evaluation1 to a 
neutron energy of 7 MeV.  For the energy range 7 �– 30 MeV,  the (n,f) cross section is taken 
from the GNASH analysis.  Our results below 4 MeV are compared to the other evaluations and 
to our GNASH calculations in Fig. 4.  Similarly, in Fig. 5 we show the various evaluations and 
the calculation from 4 to 30 MeV.   

 
The fission barrier and level density parameters used for the 232U + n GNASH calculations 

were taken from a combined analysis9 of uranium target isotopes from A=232 to A=238, and no 
effort was made to specifically optimize the parameters for 232U.  Consequently the match 
between theory and experiment is somewhat poor below 2 MeV.  At higher energies the 
calculated cross section is satisfactory.  The nonphysical value of the fission cross section above 
5 MeV [as well as the (n,xn) cross sections] from the original ENDF/B-VI (MOD 1) evaluation 
reflects the fact that the MOD 1 evaluation, which was completed in 1977, was directed 
primarily at fission reactor applications. 

 
We also include in our evaluation tabulations for the (n,nf), (n,2nf), (n,3nf) and (n,4nf) 

cross sections with the smooth cross sections in MF = 3.  These were taken directly from the 
GNASH analysis above 7 MeV and at lower energies were determined by multiplying the 
MT=18 cross section by the appropriate ratios determined from the GNASH calculations. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Evaluated and measured 232U(n,f) cross section from 2 keV to 4 MeV. 
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Fig. 5. Evaluated and measured 232U(n,f) cross sections from 4 to 30 MeV. 
 
 
 

Our evaluated 232U(n, ) cross section, which is based completely on the GNASH analysis, 
is compared with the other evaluations in Fig. 6.  The total nonelastic cross section that results 
from summing all the individual reactions is shown between 0.001 and 2 MeV in Fig. 7 and 
between 2 and 30 MeV in Fig. 8.  For comparison, the reaction cross section that results from our 
coupled-channels optical model calculations is included in Figs. 7 and 8.  Because the reaction 
cross section includes the compound elastic cross section, it is significantly higher than the 
nonelastic cross sections at lower energies.  Above 2 MeV, the compound elastic is very small 
and the reaction cross section essentially equals the nonelastic cross section. 

 
The neutron total cross section (MT = 1) from 10 keV to 30 MeV is based on the ECIS96 

coupled channels optical model calculations.  Between 2 and 10 keV, the optical model results 
are smoothly joined to the ENDF/B-VI (MOD 2) cross section.  These results are compared to 
the other evaluations between 0.001 and 2 MeV in Fig. 9 and between 2 and 30 MeV in Fig. 10.  
The vertical breaks in the evaluated cross sections in Fig. 9 (as well as in Figs. 6 and 7) mark the 
upper energy of the unresolved resonance regions in the evaluations.  Our evaluated total cross 
section is quite similar to those given in ENDF/B-VI (MOD 2) and Maslov�’s evaluation. 
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Fig. 6. Evaluated 232U(n, ) cross section from 0.001 to 30 MeV. 

 
Fig. 7. Evaluated 232U + n nonelastic cross section from 0.001 to 2 MeV.  The optical model 

reaction cross section is included for comparison. 
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Fig. 8. Evaluated 232U + n nonelastic cross section from 2 to 30 MeV.  The optical model 

reaction cross section is included for comparison. 

 
Fig. 9. Evaluated and calculated 232U + n total cross section from 0.001 to 2 MeV. 
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Fig. 10. Evaluated and calculated 232U + n total cross section from 2 to 30 MeV. 
 
 

 
We obtained the elastic cross section by subtracting the nonelastic cross section from the 

total cross section.  These results are compared to the other evaluations between 0.001 and 2 
MeV in Fig. 11 and between 2 and 30 MeV in Fig. 12.  We also include the shape elastic cross 
section from our optical model calculations in the figures.  The shape elastic differs from the full 
elastic cross section by the compound elastic cross section, so it is essentially equivalent to the 
elastic cross section above ~2 MeV.  Because we utilized experimental data for the fission cross 
section and included (n,n�’) direct cross sections from our 238U analysis, our evaluated elastic 
cross section does not exactly equal the optical model values.  As seen in Fig.12, however, the 
two results are very close above 2 MeV. 
 

Neutron Angular Distributions 
 
The elastic scattering angular distributions were determined by combining the compound 

elastic contribution from COMNUC calculations with the shape elastic contribution calculated 
with ECIS96 from the coupled-channels optical model potential.  Below 10 MeV, Legendre 
polynomials are used to represent the angular distributions.  Above 10 MeV, the angular 
distributions are tabulated to prevent problems with the limitation on the maximum order of 
Legendre expansions permitted under ENDF-6 rules. 
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Fig. 11. Evaluated and calculated 232U + n elastic cross section from 0.001 to 2 MeV. 

 
Fig. 12. Evaluated and calculated 232U + n elastic cross section from 2 to 30 MeV. 
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The discrete 232U (n,n�’) angular distributions for MT=51-53 were also determined 
by combining compound nucleus contributions from the COMNUC analysis with direct 
reaction contributions from the coupled-channels optical calculations.  For MT=54-90 
preequilibrium shapes were used for the angular distributions.  Legendre expansions were 
used for all the (n,n�’) angular distributions.  Neutrons from fission reactions (MT=18) are 
given in the evaluation as isotropic. 
 

Energy-Angle Distributions 
 
Energy-angle distributions in MF=6 are used to represent neutrons from (n,n�’continuum), 

(n,2n), (n,3n), and (n,4n) reactions, corresponding to MT=91, 16, 17, and 37, respectively.  The 
energy distributions were obtained from the GNASH analysis.  The angular distributions are 
given using Kalbach systematics23 with the LAW=1, LANG=2 Kalbach-Mann option in MF=6. 

 
Fission Neutron Spectra and Prompt Fission Nubar 

 
The fission neutron spectra and prompt nubar in the present evaluation were adopted 

directly from the ENDF/B-VI (MOD 2) evaluation1 with linear extrapolation of the data to 30 
MeV.  Our evaluation of prompt nubar is compared with the other evaluations in Fig. 13.  The 
present results are higher than Maslov�’s evaluation by approximately 10% in the 10-20 MeV 
region. 
 
 

 
Fig. 13. Evaluated 232U + n prompt fission nubar from 0 to 30 MeV 
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 234U  DATA EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
 

Resonance Region 
 
The resolved and unresolved resonance region data in the previous version of the ENDF/B-

VI evaluation2 for 234U are adopted in the present work, with some modification of the 
unresolved parameters to enhance agreement with experiment.  In the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, 
the resolved resonances are taken from James et al.,24 with the bound level parameters modified 
to fit BNL-325 Vol. 1 thermal and resonance integral cross sections.  The resolved resonance 
region covers the incident neutron energy range from 10-5 eV to 1.5 keV. 

 
  The unresolved resonance region parameters were obtained originally by fitting the 

averaged (n,f) cross section data of James et al. and ENDF/B-IV radiative capture cross sections 
from 1.5 to 100 keV.  We modified < > from 25 meV to 37.5 meV in order to improve 
agreement with the experimental data of Muradyan et al.3 near the top of the resolved resonance 
region.  The unresolved resonance region extends from 1.5 to 100 keV. The calculated thermal 
cross sections and resonance integrals are given in Table 4. 

 
 

Table 4. Calculated 2200 m/s cross sections and resonance integrals from the present 234U 
evaluation using ENDF/B-VI resonance parameters. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Reaction Cross Section Resonance Integral 
   (barns) (barns-eV) 
 
 Total 115.802 
 Elastic 12.301 
 Fission 0.464 6.435 
 Capture 103.036 659.675 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Smooth Cross Sections 
 
Above the unresolved resonance region, new evaluations are given for the neutron total, 

elastic, (n,n�’), (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,4n), (n,f), (n,nf), (n,2nf), (n,3nf), and (n, ) cross sections.  We 
compare our results with the following evaluations:  the existing ENDF/B-VI (MOD 1) 
evaluation,2 the JENDL-3.3 evaluation,25 and a new evaluation by Maslov.26  It should be 
mentioned that the ENDF/B-VI (MOD 1) evaluation is a carryover from ENDF/B-V.2 and that 
the JEF-3.0 evaluation is also taken from ENDF/B-V.2. 

 
As with 232U, the 234U(n, ) (MT = 102) and the 234U(n,xn) cross sections (MT = 16, 17, 

37) for the present evaluation were taken directly from the GNASH calculations.   
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We compare our evaluated 234U(n,2n) cross section with ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3.3, and 
with Maslov�’s evaluation in Fig. 14.  The JENDL-3.3 evaluation is significantly higher than the 
other evaluations between threshold and 14 MeV.  Again, our results are closest to the Maslov 
evaluation. 

 
Our evaluated 234U(n,3n) cross section is compared to the other evaluations in Fig. 15.  

Again the (n,5n) cross section, which thresholds at 25.7 MeV, is lumped with the (n,4n) cross 
section (MT = 37). 

 
As was the case for our 232U evaluation, direct components for the (n,n�’) reactions to the 

first three excited states of 234U (MT = 51-53)  were obtained from the ECIS96 calculations.  
Compound-nucleus contributions for all discrete (n,n�’) excitation cross sections (MT=51-90) 
were obtained from the GNASH calculations, as was the (n,n�’continuum) cross section 
(MT=91).  Direct cross section components for MT = 54-90 were again taken from the ENDF/B-
VI (MOD 5) evaluation21 of 238U.  

 
The 234U inelastic cross section that results from summing all the individual (n,n�’) 

components is compared to the other evaluations in Fig. 16.  Again, the present result is 
reasonably close to the recent Maslov evaluation.  Both the ENDF/B-VI and the JENDL-3.3 
evaluations have significantly lower (n,n�’) cross sections above 12 MeV compared to our 
evaluation and to Maslov�’s evaluation. 
 

 
Fig. 14. Evaluated 234U(n,2n) cross section from threshold to 30 MeV. 
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Fig. 15. Evaluated 234U(n,3n) cross section from threshold to 30 MeV. 

 
 
Fig. 16. Evaluated total 234U(n,n�’) cross section from threshold to 30 MeV. 
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The fission cross section experimental data for 234U that we utilized are relative to 235U.  
The 234U ratio measurements were converted to absolute values using a revision of the ENDF/B-
VI 235U(n,f) cross section standard by Talou and Young.27  This revised reference cross section 
is slightly higher than the Version VI standard in the 1-4 MeV region, and significantly higher 
above 14 MeV.  Above 14 MeV, this reference cross section is taken from the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) revised standard cross section.28   

 
The total fission cross section (MT = 18) in our evaluation is based on the experimental 

data of White et al.24 at neutron energies below 2 MeV.  From 2 to 30 MeV, the evaluation 
primarily follows the experimental data of Behrens and Carlson.29  The Behrens data covers most 
of the energy range of our evaluation and appears reasonably consistent with the measurements 
of Fursov et al.,30 Meadows,31 Kanda et al.,32 and Meadows.33 Our results below 4 MeV are 
compared to the other evaluations and to our GNASH calculations in Fig. 17.  Similarly, in Fig. 
18 we show the various evaluations and the calculation from 4 to 30 MeV.   

 
Similar to the 232U evaluation, the fission barrier and level density parameters used for the 

234U + n GNASH calculations were taken from a combined analysis9 of uranium target isotopes 
from A=232 to A=238, and no effort was made to specifically optimize the parameters for 234U.  
Consequently the match between theory and experiment is not optimum at all energies.   

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 17. Evaluated and measured 234U(n,f) cross section from 0 to 6 MeV. 
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Fig. 18. Evaluated and measured 234U(n,f) cross sections from 6 to 30 MeV. 
 
 
 
 

We include tabulations in our evaluation of the (n,nf), (n,2nf), (n,3nf) and (n,4nf) cross 
sections with the smooth cross sections in MF = 3.  Again, these were taken directly from the 
GNASH analysis above 7 MeV and at lower energies were determined by multiplying the 
MT=18 cross section by the appropriate ratios determined from the GNASH calculations. 
 

While most of our effort was directed at the energy range above 1 keV, we did modify 
< > from 25 meV to 37.5 meV in the unresolved resonance region.  This was done to improve 
agreement with the epithermal 234U(n, ) cross section data of Muradyan et al.3  Muradyan�’s data 
cover the energy range 4.65 �– 2150 eV, which lies mostly in the resolved resonance region of our 
evaluation but which reaches the unresolved region.  The experimental data are compared in Fig. 
19 to our evaluation and to ENDF/B-VI.  The pointwise evaluations and experimental data are 
shown in the upper half of Fig. 19, while in the lower half of the figure, the data are compared to 
our evaluation and to ENDF/B-VI averaged with the NJOY code34 over the experimental energy 
groups.  Our results are in good agreement with the Muradyan data near the unresolved energy 
region boundary (1500 eV).  At lower energies, however, the resolved resonance region 
evaluation mostly underpredicts the measurements. 
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Fig. 19. Evaluated 234U(n, ) cross sections compared to Muradyan et al.3 experimental data.  

The upper half shows the pointwise evaluations; the lower half compares group-
averaged evaluation values with the data over same energy bins as the measurement. 
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Above 100 keV, the (n, ) cross section is based on our GNASH calculation, normalized to 
match the value from the unresolved resonance region at 100 keV.  To accomplish this, it was 
necessary to use a value of 2 /d0 that is two standard deviations higher than the value inferred 
from resonance data.  These results are shown in Fig. 20, together with the lower energy data and 
the Maslov and JENDL-3.3 evaluations. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 20. Evaluated 234U(n, ) cross section from 0.01 eV to 30 MeV compared to Muradyan et 
al.3 experimental data.    

 
 
 
 

The total nonelastic cross section that results from summing all the individual reactions is 
shown between 0.2 and 2 MeV in Fig. 21 and between 2 and 30 MeV in Fig. 22.  We also 
include in Figs. 21 and 22 the reaction cross section that results from our coupled-channels 
optical model calculations.  Again, the reaction cross section is significantly higher than the 
nonelastic cross section at lower energies because it includes the compound elastic cross section.  
Above 2 MeV, the compound elastic is very small and the reaction cross section essentially 
equals the nonelastic cross section.  The structure in our nonelastic cross section near 7 and 15 
MeV results from structure in Behren�’s29 fission cross section measurement. 
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Fig. 21. Evaluated 234U + n nonelastic cross section from 0.2 to 2 MeV.  The optical model 

reaction cross section is included for comparison. 

 
Fig. 22. Evaluated 234U + n nonelastic cross section from 2 to 30 MeV.  The optical model 

reaction cross section is included for comparison. 
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The neutron total cross section (MT = 1) from 100 keV to 30 MeV is based on the ECIS96 

coupled channels optical model calculations.  These results are compared to the other evaluations 
between 0.04 and 2 MeV in Fig. 23 and between 2 and 30 MeV in Fig. 24. 

 
We obtained the elastic cross section by subtracting the nonelastic cross section from the 

total cross section.  These results are compared to the other evaluations between 0.04 and 2 MeV 
in Fig. 25 and between 2 and 30 MeV in Fig. 26.  We also include the shape elastic cross section 
from our optical model calculations in Figs. 25 and 26.  The shape elastic differs from the full 
elastic cross section by the compound elastic cross section, so it is essentially equivalent to the 
elastic cross section above approximately 2 MeV.  Because we utilized experimental data for the 
fission cross section and included (n,n�’) direct cross sections from our 238U analysis, our 
evaluated elastic cross section does not exactly equal the optical model values.  As seen in Fig. 
26, however, the two results are reasonably close above 2 MeV.  Again, some of the gross 
structure in the elastic cross section results from structure in Behren�’s experimental (n,f) data 
that we used in obtaining our evaluated fission cross section. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 23. Evaluated and calculated 234U + n total cross section from 0.04 to 2 MeV. 
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Fig. 24. Evaluated and calculated 234U + n total cross section from 2 to 30 MeV. 

 
Fig. 25. Evaluated and calculated 234U + n elastic cross section from 0.001 to 2 MeV. 
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Fig. 26. Evaluated and calculated 234U + n elastic cross section from 2 to 30 MeV. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Energy-Angle Distributions 
 
Energy-angle distributions in MF=6 are used to represent neutrons from (n,n�’continuum), 

(n,2n), (n,3n), and (n,4n) reactions, corresponding to MT=91, 16, 17, and 37, respectively.  The 
energy distributions were obtained from the GNASH analysis.  The angular distributions are 
given using Kalbach systematics23 with the LAW=1, LANG=2 Kalbach-Mann option in MF=6. 

 
 
Fission Neutron Spectra and Prompt Fission Nubar 

 
The fission neutron spectra and prompt nubar in the present evaluation were adopted 

directly from the ENDF/B-VI (MOD 1) evaluation.2  Our evaluation of prompt nubar is 
compared with the other evaluations in Fig. 27.  All the nubar evaluations give quite similar 
results. 
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Fig. 27. Evaluated 234U + n prompt fission nubar from 0 to 30 MeV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLOSING REMARKS 

 
We have completed new evaluations of neutron reactions on 232U and 234U for incident 

neutron energies between 10-5 eV and 30 MeV.  The evaluations combine modern theoretical 
analyses with the available experimental database normalized to modern standards and are 
significant improvements over the previous ENDF/B-VI evaluations. 
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